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Ethiopia is considered the birthplace of coffee. It dates back to a story of a goatherd who loses his goats, 

then finds them grazing coffee cherries off a tree, dancing. He tries the fruit and dances with his goats. 

Coffee then gains popularity, moves across the Red Sea to Yemen, becomes popular in the Middle East, by 

the 16th century spreads to Europe, from which a few plants are taken to colonies - Indonesia, then Brazil - 

and so begins the global production of the coffee fruit.

Ethiopian coffee has a mystique. The coffee that grows here is all “heirloom” - everything is naturally 

occurring. If you drink coffee in Ethiopia, it’s a ceremony, boiled in a traditional pot over a fire, with incense 

burning, poured into a traditional small cup, with a bitter herb, tena’adam, sprinkled into the cup. 

Since 2008, all coffee grown in Ethiopia must be sold through the Ethiopian Commodities Exchange. After 

being harvested and processed, coffee is sent to regional warehouses where it is organized by quality, then 

sold to various exporters on the exchange.

This makes it difficult to trace Ethiopian coffee back to its source. Moreover, the government sets a price 

based only on quality, and as is often true with commodities, these prices rarely reflect the costs of 

production for the people at the lowest end of the supply chain.

Think Coffee, in our purchases from Ethiopia, has made a point of focusing exclusively on one village and 

making sure that the families working in coffee and their neighbors are supported in basic human needs.

6TH CENTURY — PRESENT

Coffee in Ethiopia
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Between 2010 and 2011, Think sold an Ethiopian coffee called “Guji Ardi.” In 2011, a representative went 

to investigate the origin of the coffee, and learned that Guji was a large region, home to about 1.2 million 

people, and Ardi essentially a brandname (named after the earliest known anthropoid). 

Following the path backwards to the source, we found ourselves with Aklilu and Frehiwot Kassa, the 

exporters of Ardi. We learned that we could purchase the

same coffee, directly from Aklilu’s company, Nardos Coffee Export, and with some extra legwork, have a 

stronger impact on the producing community. 

Nardos produces the coffee known as “Ardi” by purchasing coffee fruit from small farmers at a site in the 

village of Kellensoo, processing and consolidating the coffee, and exporting. The goal would be to meet 

with community leaders in Kellensoo to determine what social premium Think could offer in exchange 

forthe coffee. 

In July 2012, a Think representative spent several weeks doing field research in Kellensoo to determine 

options for supporting the community.

These interviews displayed that the largest problem facing Kellensoo was that students were leaving school 

at a high rate. The dropout rate, as of these original interviews, was 26%, and a majority female.

Why Kellensoo?
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The village elders attributed the dropouts to one unexpected reason. In the high school, teen girls without 

access to feminine hygiene products miss school for a full week every month due to embarrassment. These 

frequent absences become too difficult to make up, and girls eventually drop out of school entirely. This 

problem is common in Ethiopia and in many regions of the developing world. 

Think and Nardos decide to address this issue. Initial considerations are the Ruby Cup or simply distributing 

a supply of traditional sanitary napkins to the girls. The Ruby Cup idea is abandoned due to community 

concerns about its use being equivalent to a loss of virginity. Traditional pads are abandoned due to landfill 

concerns. Think finds Days for Girls International, a nonprofit that sews reusable menstrual kits.

It is decided that the project will be providing the high school girls with reusable menstrual kits and 

reproductive health education.

Each kit lasts for three years and contains:

 » 1 Drawstring Bag

 » 2 Moisture Barrier Shields (To hold pads in place by snapping around underwear)

 » 8 Absorbent Flannel Liners (To absorb fluids)

 » 2 Plastic Zipper Baggies (To store clean and soiled items)

 » 1 Washcloth

 » 1 Small Bar of Soap

Why Mentrual Kits?
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Here begins the distribution of kits. Every year, Think collects several hundred kits made in the US and 

brings them in duffel bags to Kellensoo.

 » April 2013 - 500 kits

 » October 2013 - 500 kits

 » December 2014 - 250 kits

 » January 2016 - 250 kits

APRIL 2013 — PRESENT

Distributing Kits
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In an attempt to make the project sustainable on its own, Think and Nardos decide to enlist the help of Days 

for Girls. Together, representatives from Days for Girls, Think, and Nardos travel to Kellensoo and run 

a three-day workshop on how to make these kits, and a day of general reproductive health education.

 » 15 teens participate 

JANUARY 2016 — PRESENT

Sewing Kits
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At the end of this visit, Think and Nardos make the following purchases to supply the team with enough to 

sew another 500 kits. These should last 1-2 years, and into the future Think and Nardos hope to significantly 

increase the impact and further reduce school dropouts.

JANUARY 2016 — PRESENT

Future Goals

 » Two Foot-pedal Sewing Machines

 » 50m Cotton

 » 30m Plastic

 » 250m Flannel

 » 155m Bag Material

 » 5m Pocket Material

 » 40 Needles

 » 12 Spools of Thread

 » 1250m String

 » 400 “Kamsnaps”
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